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ABSTRACT
Convection in the cores of massive stars becomes anisotropic when they rotate. This
anisotropy leads to a misalignment of the thermal gradient and the thermal flux, which
in turn results in baroclinicity and circulation currents in the upper radiative zone.
We show that this induces a much stronger meridional flow in the radiative zone than
previously thought. This drives significantly enhanced mixing, though this mixing does
not necessarily reach the surface. The extra mixing takes on a similar form to convec-
tive overshooting, and is relatively insensitive to the rotation rate above a threshold,
and may help explain the large overshoot distances inferred from observations. This
has significant consequences for the evolution of these stars by enhancing core-envelope
mixing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The problem of meridional mixing in the radiative zones of
rotating stars has been studied for nearly a century (Edding-
ton 1929; Maeder & Zahn 1998). The understanding that has
emerged is based on the famed von Zeipel theorem (Zeipel
1924), which states that in a radiative zone there is no way
to satisfy the equations of hydrostatic and thermal equilib-
rium without allowing the pressure and temperature to vary
separately. Hence in rotating stars thermodynamic quanti-
ties are not solely determined by the pressure; they exhibit
baroclinicity. This baroclinicity drives a circulation current
that mixes material in the meridional plane.

The scale of this current is proportional to the heat
flux, to the reciprocal of the entropy gradient and to Ω2R/g,
where Ω is the angular velocity and g and R are the typi-
cal gravity and cylindrical radial coordinate in the radiative
zone. The interpretation of this effect, either as due to tran-
sient damping or a genuinely driven flow, has led to some
controversy (Busse 1981) but it is generally agreed that the
mixing itself occurs (Osaki 1982).

Underlying the standard analysis of this mixing is the
assumption that baroclinicity is generated locally by the re-
quirements of thermal and hydrostatic equilibrium. A key
result of this work is that this fails in stars with central
convection zones1. In such stars rotation distorts convective

? E-mail: adamjermyn@gmail.com
1 These are those with masses above 1.2M�

motions, which set a baroclinic boundary condition at the
base of the radiative zone. This boundary condition is of-
ten more significant than the locally-generated baroclinicity
and so results in enhanced circulation. This scenario has not
been adequately studied and constitutes a novel driver for
meridional flows in the radiative zones of massive rotating
stars.

A related scenario that has been studied extensively is
that of circulation driven by mechanical pumping in the
convection zone. For instance Garaud & Brummell (2008)
and Garaud & Acevedo Arreguin (2009) examined the trans-
mission of mechanical forcing across the tachocline and Ga-
raud & Bodenheimer (2010) extended this to stars with mul-
tiple convection zones, where there may be interesting inter-
actions between the zones mediated by the intervening ra-
diative zone. A key insight of these studies which also holds
for our scenario is that the circulation cannot be transmit-
ted and propagated without significant mechanical stresses
in the radiative zone. Such stresses have also been consid-
ered as drivers of circulation (Zahn 1992; Maeder & Zahn
1998) and so must be taken into account in any analysis of
these phenomena.

The possibility of enhanced mixing in these systems is
particularly relevant in light of the recent discovery of grav-
itational waves from merging binary black holes (Abbott
et al. 2016). This has led to increased interest in forma-
tion mechanisms for massive stellar cores. Many such mech-
anisms are quite sensitive to the magnitude of rotational
mixing, particularly in massive stars (Marchant, Pablo et al.
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2016), and so understanding this phenomenon in more depth
is extremely important.

In Section 2 we review the derivation of the merid-
ional velocity by Eddington (1929), Sweet (1950) and Zeipel
(1924). Briefly, the centrifugal effect distorts isobars, causing
a flux anisotropy which violates thermal equilibrium (Fig. 1,
top panel). Thermal equilibrium is then restored by inducing
baroclinicity (Fig. 1, middle panel) and hence introducing a
circulation current (Fig. 1, bottom panel).

In Section 3 we argue that turbulent anisotropy in the
convection zone makes the zone baroclinic. This arises be-
cause the Coriolis effect couples different components of the
velocity2 and so produces heat transport at an angle to the
entropy gradient, as shown in Fig. 2. As in the case of radia-
tive zones this results in a circulation current. Notably this
is significantly enhanced relative to what would occur in a
radiative zone because the radial entropy gradient is much
smaller in convection zones.

A further consequence of turbulent anisotropy is that
the heat flux in the zone is highly aspherical3. This is impor-
tant in massive stars with convective cores because this flux
perturbation produces baroclinicity at the base of the radia-
tive zone. In Section 5 we argue that this baroclinic bound-
ary condition serves to drive additional mixing in the radia-
tive zone. This mixing is often orders of magnitude greater
than what the Eddington–Sweet calculation alone provides.
We then comment on the prospects for similar mechanisms
in stars of lower mass.

In Section 6 we argue that baroclinic mixing mechanism
is not fundamentally altered by chemical composition gra-
dients. In particular we show that such gradients play the
same role in this mechanism as they do in the Eddington–
Sweet circulation and hence only produce corrections of or-
der unity.

Finally in Section 7 we argue that these circulation cur-
rents are actually the source of the extra mixing normally
attributed to convective overshooting. We then discuss the
physical interpretation of the circulation in light of historical
difficulties with the Eddington–Sweet circulation.

2 ORIGINS OF MERIDIONAL FLOW

The meridional velocity arises from the impossibility of ther-
mal and hydrostatic equilibrium when the pressure gradient
is misaligned with the thermal flux. In the case considered
by Eddington (1929) and von Zeipel (Zeipel 1924) this arises
because of a bending of the isobars owing to O(Ω2) centrifu-
gal effects. We now review this derivation.

To begin note that, in the absence of differential rota-
tion, there exists an effective potential satisfying

∇2
Φ = 4πGρ − 2Ω2, (1)

where ρ is the density and G is Newton’s gravitational con-
stant. With hydrostatic equilibrium we also have

∇P = −ρ∇Φ (2)

2 We also estimate the effect of centrifugally–induced baroclinic-
ity and find it to be quite a bit smaller.
3 This is related to the baroclinicity because the convective flux

depends strongly on the entropy gradient.

Temperature

Gas

Heat

Pressure

Ω

Figure 1. Centrifugal effects distort isobars. Variation in the

magnitude of the pressure gradient along isobars leads to a flux

anisotropy (top panel). This pushes the system out of thermal
equilibrium, and a new equilibrium is established with baroclin-
icity (mismatched entropy and pressure surfaces, middle panel)

and circulation currents (bottom panel). The length of the arrows
is not meaningful. Likewise the geometry of the gas circulation is

only meant schematically.

This means that

∇ ×
(

1
ρ
∇P

)
= −∇ × ∇Φ = 0 (3)

and so

∇ρ × ∇P = 0, (4)

hence isobars and isochors coincide. From equation (2) it
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Hot (High Entropy)

Cold (Low Entropy)

Hot (High Entropy)

Cold (Low Entropy)

Figure 2. Non-rotating convection (left, blue arrows) transports

heat along the entropy gradient. Rotating convection (right, blue
arrows) is distorted by the Coriolis force (white arrows) and so

transports heat at an angle relative to the entropy gradient.

follows that these coincide with surfaces of constant Φ and
so P and ρ may be written solely as functions of Φ.

The energy balance in stars is given by

cpρT
∂s
∂t
=
∂Fi
∂xi
+ ρε − ρcpTui

∂s
∂xi

, (5)

where cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure,
F is the diffusive flux, ε is the specific rate of energy gener-
ation from nuclear processes, s is the dimensionless entropy,
ρ is the density, T is the temperature, ui is the velocity and
summation is implicit over repeated indices. In the case of
radiation we may write the diffusive flux as

Fi = −ρcp χ
∂T
∂xi

, (6)

where χ is the thermal diffusivity. In steady state ∂t s van-
ishes and with no nuclear burning we may set ε = 0 so that
equation (5) becomes

∂Fi
∂xi
− ρcpTui

∂s
∂xi
= 0. (7)

Now suppose that there is no meridional flow, such that
u = 0. We have then

∂Fi
∂xi
= 0. (8)

So from equation (6)

∂

∂xi

(
ρcp χ

∂T
∂xi

)
= 0. (9)

All these quantities are thermodynamic variables which may
be written as functions of P and ρ using the equation of state.
Because P and ρ are functions only of Φ equation (9) may
be written as

∂

∂xi

(
q(Φ) ∂Φ

∂xi

)
= 0, (10)

where q is a function only of potential. Expanding the di-
vergence yields

dq
dΦ
|∇Φ|2 + q(Φ)∇2

Φ = 0 (11)

and hence

|∇Φ|2 = −q(Φ)∇2Φ

dq/dΦ . (12)

The right-hand side may be evaluated with equation (1) to
find a function only of Φ. The left-hand side, by contrast,
may be written as

|∇Φ|2 =
���g −Ω2Rer

���2 , (13)

where R is the distance from the rotation axis, er is the
cylindrical radial unit vector and g is the acceleration due
to gravity. This generally varies along isobars because the di-
rection of g changes while that of the centrifugal acceleration
does not, and the magnitude of the centrifugal acceleration
varies while, to leading order, that of gravity does not. As a
result equation (12) cannot be satisfied simultaneously with
equation (4). This is the original Eddington–Sweet argument
for radiative zones (Zeipel 1924).

From this it follows that there must at a minimum be ei-
ther a meridional flow or baroclinicity or both. The original
Eddington–Sweet argument does not address the possibility
of baroclinicity as an alternative and so just concludes that
a meridional flow arises with scale set by equation (7). In
Appendix A we address this point and demonstrate that in
fact both a meridional flow and differential rotation gener-
ally arise, with this equation setting the scale of the flow.

3 ANISOTROPIC CONVECTION

We now turn to the convection zone with the aim of show-
ing that convective anisotropy results in baroclinicity. When
viewed on large length-scales convective turbulence acts to
diffuse heat4. The effective diffusivity tensor is of the form

Di j ≈ 〈δxiδu j〉. (14)

Physically this just means that material located at δx rel-
ative to the centre of an eddy is transported along with
velocity δu.

In the presence of an entropy gradient, this diffusivity
gives rise to a heat flux

Fi = −cpρTDi j
∂s
∂xj

. (15)

Crucially, the convective viscosity is not isotropic (Lesaffre
et al. 2013; Gough 1978; Unno 1957). This is because the
Coriolis acceleration of a fluid parcel owing to its velocity u
is

ac = 2u ×Ω, (16)

where Ω is the angular velocity of rotation. Because this ex-
pression contains a cross product, the Coriolis effect gener-
ically leads to a coupling between different components of
the velocity, and hence between different components of the
position and velocity of the eddy. In rotating systems this
means that the heat flux is not aligned with the entropy
gradient (Kichatinov & Rudiger 1993; Lesaffre et al. 2013),
and it is this effect that drives baroclinicity.

4 More formally, the convective diffusivity arises from applying
the Renormalization Group to the Navier–Stokes equation. Upon

integrating out short-range degrees of freedom we obtain the ef-

fective couplings among longer-range degrees of freedom (See e.g.
Yakhot & Orszag 1986). The motion is random and so leads to

diffusion rather than advection.
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Figure 3. The radial motion 3r of a convective eddy is shown un-

perturbed. The Coriolis force acting on this creates an azimuthal
component uθ at first order. Acting on this the Coriolis force

creates a latitudinal component uθ at second order. So two ap-

plications of the Coriolis effect are required to generate motion
along eθ from motion along er .

In spherical coordinates the diffusivity tensor may be
written as

D = D0D
′ = D0

©«
1 εθr εφr
εrθ c1 εφθ
εrφ εθφ c2

ª®¬ , (17)

where D0 is a scalar function (Gough 2012). When Ω = 0 this
tensor is diagonal because of spherical symmetry. The terms
on the diagonal do not vanish when Ω = 0, so we let c1 and
c2 be constants of order unity. Perturbing away from this
limit we argue that all components involving the azimuthal
direction are linear in Ω because a single application of the
Coriolis effect suffices to correlate meridional motion with
azimuthal motion. By contrast εrθ and εθr are quadratic in
Ω at leading order because it takes two applications of this
effect to correlate one component of meridional motion with
another, as shown in Fig. 3. This form is in agreement with
the works of Kitchatinov (2013) as well as those of Jermyn
et al. (2018) and Lesaffre et al. (2013), each of which have

been verified with data from 3D simulations of rotating con-
vection.

To see how this drives baroclinicity we first calculate
the corrections that the convective anisotropy introduces
in the equation of thermal equilibrium. For this we assume
that there is no meridional flow in the convection zone. We
then introduce a meridional flow in the convection zone and
demonstrate that it does not change the overall magnitude
of the baroclinicity.

Inserting equations (17) and (15) into equation (8) we
find

(∇ + ∇ ln(ρT D0)) ·
(
D′ · ∇s

)
= 0. (18)

Taking the system to be axisymmetric, we may write the
function D0 as

D0 = D0,0(P,T) +Ω2D0,1(P,T, θ) + O(Ω3). (19)

The dependence of D0,1 on θ and the independence of D0,0
on the same reflects the symmetry of the problem: only con-
tributions coupling to the rotation may depend on latitude
because in the absence of rotation latitude is an arbitrary
coordinate. In addition, we write

∇s = er sr + eθ sθ, (20)

where sθ is O(Ω2), and

∇ ln(ρT D0) = er tr + eθ tθ, (21)

where tθ is O(Ω2). In both cases we have used axisymmetry,
so that ∂/∂φ ≡ 0. Inserting these into equation (18) gives

0 = (∇ + tr er + tθ eθ ) · [er (sr + εθr sθ ) + eθ (sr εrθ + sθc1)] .
(22)

Expanding equation (22) then gives us

0 =
1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 (sr + εθr sθ )

)
+

1
r sin θ

∂

∂θ
(sin θ (sr εrθ + sθc1))

+ tr (sr + εθr sθ ) + tθ (sr εrθ + sθc1). (23)

We now drop terms which we know to be of order Ω3 and
higher so that

0 =
1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2sr

)
+

1
r sin θ

∂

∂θ
(sin θ (sr εrθ + sθc1)) + tr sr . (24)

As before terms which couple to latitude must be at least
second order in Ω. This includes derivatives in θ of terms
which themselves are non-zero for Ω = 0. This allows us
to neglect the term εrθ∂θ sr but does not allow any such
simplification for the remaining terms because those which
are O(Ω2) do not necessarily become of higher order when
differentiated with respect to latitude. Thus we have

0 =
1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2sr

)
+

1
r

(
sr
∂εrθ
∂θ
+ c1

∂sθ
∂θ

)
+

cot θ
r
(sr εrθ + sθc1) + tr sr . (25)

Reorganising terms we write

0 =
∂εrθ
∂θ
+

c1
sr

∂sθ
∂θ
+ cot θ

(
εrθ +

sθc1
sr

)
+ 2 + rtr +

∂ ln sr
∂ ln r

.

(26)

Now εrθ , ∂θεrθ , sθ and ∂θ sθ vanish when Ω = 0 because

MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2017)
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these terms can only be non-zero when spherical symmetry
is broken. So

0 =
∂εrθ
∂θ
+

c1
sr

∂sθ
∂θ
+ cot θ

(
εrθ +

sθc1
sr

)
+ ∆

(
rtr + 2 +

∂ ln sr
∂ ln r

)
,

(27)

where ∆ refers to the difference between the expression eval-
uated in the rotating and non-rotating cases. Hence the term
in parentheses is at least of order Ω2.

Because the fourth term in equation (27) does not con-
tain an explicit dependence on θ it may well vanish in a
barotropic setting if the other terms all vanish as well. How-
ever if the other terms do not vanish then either their ex-
plicit dependence on θ must cancel among them, in which
case it must be that sθ is non-zero, or else they must in-
troduce a θ dependence into the fourth term. In either case
the system becomes baroclinic, and by the same argument
as in the Eddington–Sweet case and Appendix A this comes
along with a circulation current of the order of the implied
baroclinicity.

We have argued that εrθ is O(Ω2). The only relevant5

time-scale other than the rotation rate is the Brünt–Väisälä
frequency |N |, so up to a dimensionless factor of order unity
we expect

εrθ ≈
Ω2

|N |2
. (28)

Because εrθ vanishes on the equator by symmetry we expect
its variation over latitudes to be of order unity. Hence

∂εrθ
∂θ
≈ Ω2

|N |2
, (29)

which is in good agreement with the results of Kichatinov
& Rudiger (1993). This may also be seen by noting that
these quantities are locally determined and are perturbed to
second order, so the magnitude of each is just its character-
istic scale (unity in the case of εrθ , D0 in the case of ∆D0)
multiplied by the dimensionless parameter Ω2/|N |2.

The quantities tr , sθ and sr and their derivatives, by
contrast, are primarily determined non-locally by the per-
turbing term εrθ throughout the atmosphere. To find them
we must integrate outward from the centre of the star, where
they all vanish by symmetry. We approximate these integrals
by the integral of the magnitude of the perturbation from
the centre to the point of interest. The relevant radial length
scale is the pressure scale height

h ≡ − ∂ ln P
∂r

, (30)

so radial derivatives of these quantities are characterised by���� d
dr
∆(rtr )

���� ≈ d
dr

���� sθsr
���� ≈ ���� d

dr
∆
∂ ln sr
∂ ln r

���� ≈ 1
h

(
Ω

|N |

)2
. (31)

Integrating up from the core where P = Pc then gives

∆(rtr ) ≈
sθ
sr
≈ ∆ ∂ ln sr

∂ ln r
≈ α, (32)

5 The dynamical frequency-scale
√
g/h is also present but is not

relevant because the perturbation acts upon convective eddies
which move with frequency-scale |N | and does so with coupling

proportional to that scale.

where

α ≡
∫ ln Pc

ln P

Ω(P)2

|N |(P)2
d lnP (33)

and P is the pressure. We use this as a proxy for the ra-
dial coordinate because even in highly baroclinic regions the
pressure gradient is predominantly radial. Note that α is
related6 to the small angle λ between ∇p and ∇ρ by

λ ≈ h|srα |. (34)

In Appendix C we demonstrate that the dominant contri-
bution to this is that owing to turbulent anisotropy. Hence
we may neglect centrifugal effects.

4 CIRCULATION IN THE CONVECTION
ZONE

We now examine the consequences for circulation in the con-
vection zone. We know that it is not possible for rotating
radiative zones to avoid circulation currents because they
cannot satisfy the condition of thermal equilibrium without
becoming baroclinic and, once baroclinic, a flow is gener-
ically driven with magnitude set by the baroclinicity. The
same is true for convection zones and so there is a merid-
ional flow. Incorporating such a flow7 and recalling the as-
sumption of axisymmetry, this equation becomes8

r
D0

ur =
∂εrθ
∂θ
+

c1
sr

∂sθ
∂θ
+ cot θ

(
εrθ +

sθc1
sr

)
+ ∆

(
rtr + 2 +

∂ ln sr
∂ ln r

)
, (35)

where ur is the radial component of the flow velocity. From
this we see that the magnitude of the flow is set by the
typical magnitude of the remaining terms, so we expect

ur ≈
D0
r
α′, (36)

where α′ describes the total perturbation to equation (27).
This is related to α by adding the local perturbations given
by equations (28) and (29). Hence

α′ ≡ Ω2

|N |2
+ α. (37)

This is similar to the result of Roxburgh (1991), except that
the denominator of the perturbing parameter here is cor-
rectly identified as |N |2 rather than g/r.

We now determine the relative scales of the radial and
latitudinal flows ur and uθ . In steady state conservation of
mass gives ∇ · (ρu) = 0, so

r
sin θ

∂(uθ sin θ)
∂θ

+ ruθ
∂ ln ρ
∂θ

= − ∂(r
2ur )
∂r

− urr2 ∂ ln ρ
∂r

. (38)

6 See Appendix B.
7 This is done by starting the derivation with equation (7) rather
than equation (8) and propagating the effects through to equa-

tion (27).
8 Note that sθ is O(Ω2) and uθ is at least O(Ω) so we have dropped

their product.

MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2017)
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We may drop the term containing ∂θ ln ρ because it is higher-
order in Ω than ∂r ln ρ. So

r
sin θ

∂(uθ sin θ)
∂θ

= − ∂(r
2ur )
∂r

− urr2 ∂ ln ρ
∂r

, (39)

We can evaluate the derivatives approximately by noting
that D0, and hence ur , have characteristic scale h as does ρ.
This is because all of these owe their spatial dependence pri-
marily to the variation of thermodynamic quantities, which
ultimately all vary with the same spatial scale as P. This
produces the scaling relation

uθ ≈ ur
r
h
, (40)

and thence

uθ ≈
D0
h
α′. (41)

From simple mixing length theory of convection

D0 ≈
1
3

huc, (42)

where uc is the convective velocity (Gough 1978) Inserting
this into equations (36) and (41) we find

ur ≈
1
3

uc
h
r
α′ (43)

and

uθ ≈
1
3

ucα
′. (44)

As argued in Appendix A, the actual baroclinicity is re-
duced by virtue of our including the meridional circulation.
In particular, the bulk of the violation of thermal equilib-
rium implied by equation (15) is resolved by circulation and
not by baroclinicity. So in what follows when we discuss
baroclinicity we are talking about that which would exist in
the absence of a meridional circulation9. This is the quantity
which sets the magnitude of the circulation.

The flow given by equations (43) and (44) generally acts
to damp the flux anisotropy (the no-circulation baroclinic-
ity) because it is driven by this effect. In Appendix D we
show that this modifies equation (33) so that

α = Py
∫ Pc

P

Ω(P)2

|N |(P)2
dP
P1+y . (45)

Note that we work with α rather than directly with the
baroclinicity because it is α which evolves according to equa-
tion (31). The effect of the damping is then just to change
how we weight the average of the perturbation rather than
to change the fundamental scalings.

As a final consideration, equations (28) and (29) do
not hold for arbitrarily large Ω. In particular, convective
anisotropy is known to saturate for Ω large relative to
|N | (Lesaffre et al. 2013; Kitchatinov 2013). So we use the
prescription

ε = εmax min
(
1,
Ω2

|N |2

)
, (46)

9 That is, we are using it as a proxy for the anisotropy of the flux

distribution.

where εmax ≈ 0.2 (Jermyn et al. 2018), and hence find that

α ≈ Py
∫ Pc

P
εmax min

(
1,
Ω(P)2

|N |(P)2

)
dP
P1+y . (47)

Furthermore, in the limit of rapid rotation it is no longer
the case that there need be a circulation of order the im-
plied baroclinicity, because the baroclinicity alone suffices
to restore thermal equilibrium10. This does not mean that
the flux imbalance is less than equation (47) implies but
it does imply that y may be smaller in this limit and that
equations (44) and (43) may not hold in rapidly rotating
convection zones.

As a test of this model, Fig. 4 shows the radial and lati-
tudinal velocities, (43) and (44), in the solar convection zone
compared with the circulation velocity inferred from helio-
seismic observations (Rajaguru & Antia 2015). The solar
model envelope, computed by G. Houdek and D. O. Gough,
is the model used by Chaplin et al. (2005) in their study
of the power spectral density of solar p-modes. We fitted
the parameter y so as to minimise the root mean square
error in the logarithm of the velocity components. This pro-
duced y = 0.2, in agreement with the general magnitude we
expect. The variation in the radial component of the flow
is well modelled by equation (43) except near the surface,
where the sharp density gradient means that inertial effects
become increasingly important relative to thermal consid-
erations. It is therefore worth noting that equation (43) is
really a lower bound on the radial velocity set by the condi-
tion of thermal equilibrium: greater velocities are, of course,
permitted. The overall magnitude and trend in the θ compo-
nent of the flow is reasonably captured by equation (44), but
the details are not. In particular, the dips in the observed uθ
are due to cell boundaries in the meridional flow structure,
and these geometric features are not captured by our sim-
plified analysis. Furthermore we generally predict velocities
which are larger than what is observed in deeper regions.
This could be a result of geometric or magnetic effects near
the tachocline or else could indicate that we ought to have
used a more precise prescription in equation (46).

A further test is provided by the simulations of Brun
& Palacios (2009), who find that in three-dimensional sim-
ulations of slowly rotating (Ω < |N |) convecting giant stars
of order 5 to 10 per-cent of the kinetic energy resides in the
meridional circulation, such that the circulation velocity is
of order 30 per-cent of the convective velocity. This is in good
agreement with equations (43) and (44) when Ω > |N |.

5 EFFECTS IN MASSIVE STARS

In massive stars it is typical to have a convective core and a
radiative envelope. If the convection is anisotropic then the
core is baroclinic and a meridional flow is present. Here we
argue that this produces baroclinicity in the radiative zone,
which ultimately drives a circulation current there11. We
then examine the decay of this circulation into the radiative
zone and examine how these effects scale in stellar models.

10 See Appendix A.
11 This follows the standard Eddington–Sweet argument once we

establish the magnitude of the baroclinicity.
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Figure 4. The root mean square meridional velocity taken over

latitudinal slices of the data is shown (red) for radial (top) and
angular (bottom) components (Rajaguru & Antia 2015). In blue

are the predicted velocities with Ω ≈ 2.5 × 10−6Hz.

5.1 Transmitting Baroclinicity

To analyse the transmission of baroclinicity we begin by not-
ing that in radiative zones

hsr = h
∂s
∂r

(48)

= h
[
∂ ln P
∂r
− γ ∂ ln ρ

∂r

]
(49)

= h
[
(1 + γ) ∂ ln P

∂r
+ γ

∂ ln T
∂r

]
(50)

= −(1 + γ) + γ d ln T
d ln P

, (51)

where we have taken the mean molecular weight µ to be con-
stant and made use of equation (B10) as well as the ideal gas
law P = ρkBT/µ. In radiative zones d ln T/d ln P is generally
small compared to the adiabatic gradient, so hsr ≈ −(1 + γ)
is of order unity. Thus according to equation (B12)

λ ≈ α. (52)

At the tachocline, the boundary of the convection zone, we
expect

α ≈ Py
tachocline

∫ Pc

Ptachocline

εmax min
(
1,
Ω(P)2

|N |(P)2

)
dP
P1+y , (53)

because α accumulates perturbations to the entropy gradi-
ent12. In this way effects which would be small in the ra-
diative zone, which is difficult to perturb because |N | tends
to be quite large there, are enhanced because they accumu-
late in the convection zone, where |N | is small, and are then
transmitted to the radiative zone at the tachocline.

To more precisely examine this transmission we write
the heat flux as

F = erF0(r) + A(r)er cos θ + B(r)eθ sin θ, (54)

where

F0 =
L

4πr2 (55)

is the unperturbed flux of the star, L its luminosity and A
and B are of order αF0 at the tachocline. There is no cos θ
term along eθ because eθ ·F must vanish for θ = 0 and θ = π,
and we neglect higher-order harmonics for simplicity. Within
the radiative zone and in the absence of a meridional flow,
the thermal flux obeys equation (6), which may be written
as

F = −k∇T, (56)

where the thermal conductivity

k ≡ ρcp χ (57)

depends solely on the temperature, pressure and opacity.
Hence

∇T = − 1
k
[erF0(r) + A(r)er cos θ + B(r)eθ sin θ] . (58)

It follows that when α is small

∂θT
r∂rT

≈ B sin θ
F0

, (59)

which is of order α. Thus the heat flux transmits baroclin-
icity from the convection zone into the radiative zone to an
extent given by equation (52).

Note that the mechanical transmission of currents
across the tachocline has been studied in great detail by Ga-
raud & Bodenheimer (2010) and in the context of that work
these stars are in a limit of efficient transmission, being nei-
ther mechanically nor thermally constrained13. Hence it is
possible that mechanical pumping plays a significant role as
well.

5.2 Decay Profile

Within the radiative zone the flux perturbation generally
decays. We now aim to determine the scale over which this
occurs. In equilibrium and in the absence of any meridional
flow or heat generation, the flux obeys the conservation law

∇ · F = 0 (60)

and, by equation (56),

∇ × F = −k∇ × ∇T − ∇k × ∇T = ∇ ln k × F . (61)

12 It is important to note that it is α, not α′, which matters in
radiative zones. This is because the additional factor of Ω2/ |N |2
which arises through convective anisotropy vanishes in radiative
zones.
13 See Appendix A for further details.
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From

∇ · F = 0 (62)

and equation (54) we obtain

∂A
∂r
+

2
r
(A + B) = 0 (63)

and from equation (61)

∂B
∂r
+

1
r
(B − A) = ∂ ln k

∂r
B − 2

π

∫ π

0

∂ ln k
∂θ

[
F0 +

1
r

A(r) cos θ
]

sin θdθ

(64)

=
∂ ln k
∂r

B − 2F0
πr

∫ π

0

∂ ln k
∂θ

sin θdθ. (65)

Because we have assumed a chemically homogeneous star we
can relate k in the limit of small α to the derivatives of k in
temperature and pressure. That is,

∂ ln k
∂θ

≈ ∂ ln k
∂ ln T

∂ ln T
∂θ

+
∂ ln k
∂ ln P

∂ ln P
∂θ

, (66)

where the thermodynamic derivatives of k are taken with
respect to the unperturbed state and so are independent of
θ. The pressure only acquires a dependence on θ through the
centrifugal force, so

∂ ln P
∂θ

≈ Ω
2R
g
≈ Ω

2r
g

sin θ. (67)

The temperature depends on θ through equation (58) so

∂ ln T
∂θ

= − rB(r)
kT

sin θ. (68)

Inserting equations (66), (67) and (68) into equation (73) we
find

∂B
∂r
+

1
r
(B − A) = ∂ ln k

∂r
B − F0

r

(
− rB

kT
∂ ln k
∂ ln T

+
Ω2r
g

∂ ln k
∂ ln P

)
.

(69)

From equation (58) we find

F0
kT
≈ |∇ ln T | ≈ − d ln P

dr
d ln T
d ln P

=
1
h

d ln T
d ln P

. (70)

So

∂B
∂r
+

1
r
(B − A) =

(
∂ ln k
∂r
− 1

h
d ln T
d ln P

∂ ln k
∂ ln T

)
B − F0

Ω2r
g

∂ ln k
∂ ln P

.

(71)

The final term in this equation is important near the sur-
face, where it is necessary to reproduce the usual Eddington–
Sweet circulation. However deeper in the star it may be ne-
glected because there B/F0 ≈ α � Ω2r/g and logarithmic
derivatives of k with respect to each of pressure and tem-
perature are of order unity. Hence we find

∂B
∂r
+

1
r
(B − A) =

(
∂ ln k
∂r
− 1

h
d ln T
d ln P

∂ ln k
∂ ln T

)
B, (72)

which may be written as

∂B
∂r
+

1
r
(B − A) ≈ − b

h
B, (73)

where

b ≡ d ln k
d ln P

+
d ln T
d ln P

∂ ln k
∂ ln T

. (74)

Combining equations (63) and (73) we find

∂

∂r

(
A
B

)
=

(
− 2
r − 2

r
+ 1
r − 1

r −
b
h

) (
A
B

)
. (75)

Treating b and r as constants, the eigenvalues of this system
are

λ± = −
1
r


3
2
+

br
2h
± 1

2

√
b2r2

h2 − 2b
r
h
− 7

 . (76)

In and around the cores of stars r is typically smaller than
h, and b is of order unity, so for simplicity we neglect terms
involving b and find that the slowest-decaying mode is

λ− ≈ −
3
2r
− i

√
7

2r
, (77)

so

<(λ) ≈ − 3
2r
. (78)

Taking only this mode, because it is the one that persists
for the largest distance, we find that

d ln A
d ln r

=
d ln B
d ln r

= <(λ). (79)

Hence

A(r)
A(rc)

≈ B(r)
B(rc)

≈
(

P
Ptachocline

)β
, (80)

where rc is the radius of the convective core and

β ≡ −h<(λ−) ≈
3h
2r
. (81)

Thus the baroclinicity is of order

α ≈ α(rc)
(

P
Ptachocline

)β
. (82)

This generally prevents solutions which do not involve O(α)
meridional flows for the same reason as outlined in section 2.

It is worth noting that equation (77) indicates that
the modes have an oscillatory component with character-
istic scale 2r/7. This suggests that the cell structure of the
flow varies on that radial scale, though the level of detail in
our calculations is not sufficient to determine more detail of
how this manifests in the circulation pattern.

The standard Eddington–Sweet derivation for baro-
clinic radiative zones finds that the radial circulation veloc-
ity is of order that required to balance the flux anisotropy.
That is,

ρcpTur sr ≈ ∇ · F (83)

(Eddington 1929). Noting that hsr is of order unity we find

ur ≈
h∇ · F
ρcpT

. (84)

The length-scale associated with the flux anisotropy is r,
because that is the latitudinal scale, and the flux scale of
the anisotropy is set by αF, so

ur ≈ α
hF

rρcpT
. (85)

Using equation (40) we find

u ≈ α F
ρcpT

. (86)
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In an efficient convection zone the luminosity equals the con-
vective luminosity. This is well approximated by the power
flux of a fluid moving with the convection speed, so

L ≈ 4πr2ρu3
c, (87)

where uc is the convection speed, the heat flux outside of the
core may be related to that at the boundary of the core by

F ≈ ρcu3
c,core

( rc
r

)2
. (88)

and so

ur
uc,core

≈
(
ρc
ρ

) (
uc,core

cs

)2 ( rc
r

)2
(

P
Ptachocline

)β
α(rc), (89)

where cs is the sound speed and

α(rc) = Py
tachocline

∫ Pc

Ptachocline

εmax min
(
1,
Ω(P)2

|N |(P)2

)
dP
P1+y . (90)

It is worth noting that the ratio P/Ptachocline scales expo-
nentially in the radial coordinate while the flow speed scales
as a power law in this ratio. The latter scaling persists even
after accounting for the additional heat flux transported by
the meridional flow. To see this note that the rate at which
α changes with r is proportional to the flux transported lat-
itudinally by the meridional flow because this flow damps
α. This flux scales as α because the flow transports material
radially at a rate which scales as α and the radial gradient is
largely independent of α. This means that dα/dr ≈ −(h/r2)α,
which produces a power-law in P, which merely modifies the
exponent β. The modification is approximately

β→ β +
h
r
, (91)

applied to equation (81), so that

β ≈ 5h
2r
. (92)

As one final simplification, it is worth noting that when
the exponent β is unity equation (86) may be written as

ur ≈
(

F
Pc

)
αcore. (93)

This form has the disadvantage of not generalising should
the exponent differ from one and of lacking the clear dimen-
sionless ratios of equation (89), but has the advantage that
the origin of the flow is clear: rotationally-driven ansiotropy
forces a meridional flow to carry a portion of the flux, with
the speed set by the energy density P.

5.3 Scaling in Stellar Models

To understand these effects quantitatively we define

τ ≡ h
ur

(94)

as the analogue of the local Eddington–Sweet time. Noting
that h is approximately the distance z = R− r to the surface
of the star we see that τ is an estimate of the time needed
to bring material to the surface. Fig. 5 shows this time as a
function of mass coordinate for three different stellar mod-
els made with the Cambridge STARS code (Eggleton 1971;
Pols et al. 1995). These calculations were made with a sur-
face rotation of urot = 3 × 106 cm s−1 and we assume that the
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/y
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10M  Eddington
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Figure 5. The analogue of the Eddington–Sweet time τ = z/ur
is shown as a function of mass m for three stellar models on

the main sequence with masses of 2M�, 10M� and 20M�. For
each model results from both the Eddington–Sweet mechanism

and the mechanism presented in this paper are shown. These

calculations were made with β = 3/2 and rigid rotation with a
surface velocity of urot = 3 × 106 cm s−1. The bottom panel shows

the same timescales τ normalised to the main-sequence lifetime
τMS, with the mass normalised to the total mass of the star M .

mixing rate cannot fall below that of the Eddington circula-
tion. For simplicity we took β = 3/2 though in practice this
parameter varies with r.

A few implications are clear from this figure. First,
rotating massive stars mix near the core much more
rapidly than would normally be expected without account-
ing for convective anisotropy, which increases the effective
core mass and acts very much like convective overshoot-
ing (Prather & Demarque 1974), a topic we explore in more
detail in Section 7. This enhancement arises because |N |
in the core is generally much smaller than

√
g/R, and so

the convective boundary condition drives baroclinicity much
more than the simple Eddington–Sweet mechanism. Sec-
ondly, this effect damps strongly as we approach the surface
and is eventually overtaken by the Eddington circulation,
so there would not necessarily be strong observable chem-
ical signatures of the enhanced mixing except by virtue of
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making material more readily available to other mixing pro-
cesses.

To understand how effectively this mechanism trans-
ports material through the star we now examine the travel
time from the tachocline to a point at radius r, given by

τ′ ≡
∫ r

rc

dr
ur
. (95)

This is shown in Figure 6. In each of the stellar models in
Fig. 5 τ′ is less than the lifetime of the star almost every-
where and so, at least at this rotation rate, a significant
amount of material ought to reach the core. By contrast,
the time

τ′′ ≡ −
∫ r

rsurface

dr
ur
. (96)

to mix to the surface exceeds the main-sequence lifetime
in most of the star. Hence at least at this rotation rate
the amount of material mixed from the core to the surface
from this region ought to be minimal. For more rapidly ro-
tating stars this effect is stronger, principally because the
Eddington–Sweet circulation is stronger, and considerably
more material may reach the surface from the core.

A similar story may be seen in Fig. 7, which shows the
radial velocity of the circulation as a function of position
in the star. The results are for the same stellar models as
in Fig. 5 and, once more, the Eddington curves only con-
tain the Eddington–Sweet circulation while the Anisotropy
curves contain both effects. Because the anisotropy-induced
circulation declines towards the surface it is clear from this
where the Eddington–Sweet mechanism becomes dominant.
In the top panel, which was made with a surface velocity of
urot = 30 km s−1 , this point is typically around a mass frac-
tion of 0.9. By contrast in the bottom panel, which was made
with a surface velocity of urot = 300 km s−1 , the transition
occurs between 0.5 and 0.7. This is because the anisotropy-
driven circulation saturates at much lower rotation rates
and so does not scale with rotation in this regime while
the Eddington–Sweet mechanism scales quadratically with
rotation rate.

It is worth noting that a similar effect is possible in stars
of lower mass, where the anisotropy in the outer convection
zone induces baroclinicity in the radiative core. This effect
is more strongly damped because the characteristic damp-
ing scale is h, which is much shorter at an outer radiative–
convective boundary than at a core convective–radiative
boundary. Equivalently, the damping goes as Ptachocline/P in
this case, and Ptachocline may be quite small relative to the
core pressure. In addition the velocity damps towards the
core because the temperature increases, making it easier to
dissipate the flux accumulation. Finally, the anisotropy for a
given rotation is smaller because the relevant |N | is greater.
Still, in the Sun h ≈ R�/10 near the tachocline, so this likely
causes some mixing between the convection zone and the
material a few tenths of a solar radius below it.

6 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION GRADIENTS

In the convection zones of massive stars chemical composi-
tion gradients are generally wiped out by turbulent mixing.
So there are significant composition gradients only in the
radiative zones of these bodies.
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Figure 6. The time τ′ required for material to flow to the core

(top) and the time τ′′ required for material to flow to the surface

(bottom) are shown as functions of mass fraction m/M for three
stellar models on the main sequence with masses of 2M�, 10M�
and 20M�. Both times are normalised to the main-sequence life-

time τMS. For each model the velocity ur is assumed to be the sum
of that owing to the Eddington–Sweet mechanism and that ow-

ing to the mechanism presented in this paper. These calculations
were made with β = 3/2 and rigid rotation with a surface veloc-

ities of urot = 3 × 106 cm s−1 (solid) and urot = 107 cm s−1 (dashed).

The former correspond respectively to 4 × 10−3, 2 × 10−3 and 10−3

of the surface breakup rate for the three stars, while the latter

correspond to 4 × 10−2, 2 × 10−2 and 10−2 of the breakup rate re-

spectively.

Because the circulation in radiative zones is driven by
the same criterion of thermal equilibrium as the Eddington–
Sweet circulation such gradients act on it in the same man-
ner as they do that mechanism. The only place where there
might be a difference in how composition gradients impact
the mechanism we have introduced is in the transmission of
baroclinicity from the convection zone to the radiative zone.
However this transmission is achieved by the core emitting
an aspherical heat flux and this is not at all changed by the
chemistry in the vicinity of the core. Hence the effect of com-
position ought to be the same in both mechanisms. This has
been examined in detail by Meynet & Maeder (2000), who
provide a prescription for correcting the circulation velocity
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Figure 7. The radial velocity ur is shown as a function of mass

fraction m/M for three stellar models on the main sequence with

masses of 2M�, 10M� and 20M�. For each model results from both
the Eddington–Sweet mechanism and the mechanism presented in

this paper are shown. These calculations were made with β = 3/2
and for simplicity assume rigid rotation. The top panel has surface
velocity of urot = 3 × 106 cm s−1, corresponding respectively to 4 ×
10−3, 2×10−3 and 10−3 of the surface breakup velocity for the three
stars. The bottom panel has urot = 3 × 107 cm s−1, corresponding

respectively to 0.4, 0.2 and 0.1 of the breakup velocity.

and find that such corrections are typically of order unity.
This is therefore what we expect.

7 CONVECTIVE OVERSHOOTING

The fact that these circulations drive extra mixing in radia-
tive zones close to convective cores suggests that this may be
the source of extra mixing which is commonly, though prob-
ably erroneously, called convective overshooting or penetra-
tion (Prather & Demarque 1974). Such extra mixing nat-
urally prolongs the main-sequence lifetime as required to
match a number of evolved binary systems (Schröder et al.
1997; Farmer et al. 2015; Eggleton & Yakut 2016) and so is
of significant interest for the purposes of stellar modelling.

Convective overshooting is often incorporated in stellar
models by modelling a region beyond the convection zone as

isentropic and well-mixed. This region has width

lov = αovh, (97)

where αov is a dimensionless parameter14 (Schröder et al.
1997). A long-standing problem with this prescription is
that the overshoot distance αovh required to match observa-
tions is often much larger than what calculations of the stiff-
ness of the radiative-convective boundary suggest (Saslaw &
Schwarzschild 1965). What appears more likely is that the
physical overshooting is small as predicted by stiffness cal-
culations but that there is additional mixing caused by the
baroclinic mechanism developed in the previous section.

The most immediate comparison with observations that
can be made to test this hypothesis is to calculate αov from
our model. To do so we calculate lov such that in the lifetime
of the star the material within this distance of the tachocline
is well-mixed with that at the tachocline. This is just the
statement that

lov
ur
≈ τMS, (98)

or

lov ≈ urτMS, (99)

where τMS is the main-sequence lifetime of the star. This is
not quite right, however, because vertical chemical mixing
is less efficient than the circulation velocity alone suggests.
As suggested by Maeder & Zahn (1998) the effective mixing
is reduced by a factor of

w ≡ rur
30Dh

, (100)

where Dh is the horizontal diffusivity. From Appendix A we
have

Dh ≈ ν ≈
T
ρS
, (101)

where ν is the turbulent viscosity, S is the shear owing to
differential rotation and T is the magnitude of the turbulent
stress. With equation (A23) we find

Dh ≈
uhΩ

S
. (102)

Hence

w ≈ rur
30uh

(
S
Ω

)
. (103)

From equation (40) we find

w ≈ 1
30

(
S
Ω

)
. (104)

In Appendix A we found S >∼Ω. For simplicity, and as a re-
flection of the uncertainties involved in determining S, we
use

w ≈ 1
30
. (105)

Hence equation (99) becomes

lov ≈
1
30

uτMS. (106)

14 Confusingly, this is also called fov by some authors.
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Inserting equation (89) into equation (106) we find

lov ≈
uc,core

30
τMS

(
ρc
ρ

) (
uc,core

cs

)2 ( rc
r

)2
(

P
Ptachocline

)β
αcore.

(107)

In massive stars with even mild rotation, Ω > |N | everywhere
in the core so

αcore = Ptachocline

∫ Pc

Ptachocline

min
(
εmax,

Ω(P)2

|N |(P)2

)
dP
P2 (108)

= εmaxPtachocline

∫ Pc

Ptachocline

dP
P2 (109)

≈ εmax, (110)

because Ptachocline � Pc. Hence

lov ≈
εmax
30

uc,coreτMS

(
ρc
ρ

) (
uc,core

cs

)2 ( rc
r

)2
(

P
Ptachocline

)β
(111)

≈ εmax
30

uc,coreτMS

(
uc,core
cs,core

)2 ( rc
r

)2
(

P
Ptachocline

)β−1
, (112)

where we have used the fact that P ∝ ρc2
s . Noting that near

the tachocline

r ≈ rc (113)

and

P ≈ Ptachoclinee−δr/h, (114)

where δr is the distance to the tachocline, we find that

lov ≈
εmax
30

uc,coreτMS

(
uc,core
cs,core

)2
e−lov(β−1)/h . (115)

Inserting equation (97) we find

αov ≈
εmax
30

uc,core
h

τMS

(
uc,core
cs,core

)2
e−αov(β−1) (116)

and making use of equation (92)

αov ≈
εmax
30

uc,core
h

τMS

(
uc,core
cs,core

)2
e−αov(5h/2r−1). (117)

This may be solved in terms of the Lambert W function or
else numerically. Fig. 8 shows αov as a function of stellar
mass for a fine grid of stellar models made with the Cam-
bridge STARS code (Eggleton 1971; Pols et al. 1995). We
have taken εmax to be 0.2 as suggested by various turbulence
closure schemes (Kitchatinov 2013; Jermyn et al. 2018). The
stellar lifetime was computed with the main-sequence fit
of Eggleton et al. (1989). The variation of αov with mass
suggests that it rises rapidly in the window between 1 and
2 M� and then asymptotically, shortly thereafter, αov ≈ 0.25.
The variation is primarily driven by variation in h/rc be-
cause the convective Mach number varies little with mass.
This behaviour is in very good agreement with the findings
of Ribas et al. (2000), Moravveji et al. (2016) and Stancliffe
et al. (2015), while yielding a slight overestimate relative to
those of Claret & Torres (2017), who find an asymptote of
αov ≈ 0.2.

Note that even very slowly rotating stars have Ω >

|N |, as |N | <∼ 10−8s−1 in core convection zones. For instance
KIC 10526294, which rotates with a period of 188d and hence
has Ω ≈ 4 × 10−7s−1, is a sufficiently rapid rotator that we

0 2 4 6 8 10
M/M

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

ov

Figure 8. The convective overshoot parameter αov is shown as a
function of stellar mass, computed with equation (117) and εmax ≈
0.2 as various turbulence closure schemes suggest (Kitchatinov
2013; Jermyn et al. 2018).

expect it to follow equation (117) and indeed this is approx-
imately what is seen (Moravveji et al. 2015). For stars with
rotation periods in excess of thousands of days it might be
possible to observe the quadratic dependence of circulation
Ω that we predict, though such objects are quite rare.

An alternate way to parametrise convective overshoot-
ing is as an additional diffusivity in the radiative zone of the
form

Dovershoot = Dconvectivee−2δr/( fovh) (118)

(Herwig et al. 1997; Paxton et al. 2011), where fov is the
exponential overshoot parameter, δr is the distance to the
radiative-convective boundary and

Dconvective ≡ uc,coreh. (119)

There are two ways to compare this prescription with our
calculations. First, we may note from a practical perspective
that the fov and αov prescriptions agree with one another,
and so the fact that our calculated αov are consistent with
those inferred from observations implies consistency with
the fov prescription. Secondly, we can calculate an effective
fov from our model. Because we predict different spatial be-
haviour from that of equation (118) there is no unique way
to do this and different prescriptions yield different results.
Indeed to self-consistently map from mixing via circulation
currents to an exponential convective overshoot model re-
quires a detailed comparison of stellar models with each pre-
scription which we leave for future work. Nevertheless one
straightforward way to perform this mapping is to insist that
one scale-height from the convective-radiative boundary, the
effective diffusivity owing to the meridional circulation

Dmerid ≈ uh (120)

equals the overshoot diffusivity. Following the same proce-
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dure as before to calculate u and incorporating the correction
to chemical mixing we find

Dmerid ≈
εmax
30

uc,coreh
(

uc,core
cs,core

)2 ( rc
r

)2
(

P
Ptachocline

)β−1
. (121)

Letting Dmerid = Dovershoot and inserting equation (119) we
obtain

e−2δr/( fovh) ≈ εmax
30

(
uc,core
cs,core

)2 ( rc
r

)2
(

P
Ptachocline

)β−1
. (122)

Noting that near the tachocline r ≈ rc and

P ≈ Ptachoclinee−δr/h, (123)

we find

e−2δr/( fovh) ≈ εmax
30

e−(β−1)δr/h
(

uc,core
cs,core

)2
. (124)

Hence[
2
fov
− (β − 1)

]
δr
h
= ln

30
εmax

− 2 ln
uc,core
cs,core

. (125)

Letting δr = h we find

2
fov
− (β − 1) = ln

30
εmax

− 2 ln
uc,core
cs,core

. (126)

Once more inserting equation (92) and taking r ≈ rc we find

2
fov
−

(
5h
2rc
− 1

)
= ln

30
εmax

− 2 ln
uc,core
cs,core

. (127)

Finally solving for fov yields

fov =
2

ln 30
εmax
− 2 ln uc,core

cs,core
+

(
5h
2rc
− 1

) . (128)

Fig. 9 shows fov as a function of stellar mass with the
same stellar models and parameters as were used for Fig. 8.
The results qualitatively capture the inferred dependence on
stellar mass, but we overestimate fov by a factor of approxi-
mately 2 (Stancliffe et al. 2015; Moravveji et al. 2016). This
is not surprising given the ad-hoc nature of our matching be-
tween equations (118) and (120) but it is encouraging that
the overall magnitude is approximately correct and that the
dependence on mass reproduces what is observed.

As a check of these calculations, Fig. 10 shows the spa-
tial dependence of both the circulation diffusivity and the
convective overshoot diffusivity for the three stellar models
considered for Fig. 5. The overshoot diffusivity was calcu-
lated with the exponential parametrisation and fov = 0.09,
which is representative from Fig. 9. Note that, in each case,
the crossover occurs roughly one scale-height from the edge
of the convective core, in keeping with our matching to the
exponential parametrisation. This both confirms the results
of equation (127) and Fig. 9 and demonstrates the nature
of the matching procedure we have used to infer fov. It
also highlights that the penetrative convective overshoot, if
present, is by far the dominant process near the core, and
it is only further from the core that the meridional circu-
lation becomes more important. However for the purposes
of material mixing even the much slower meridional circu-
lation is sufficient to chemically homogenise the system on
evolutionary time-scales and so either could be responsible
for the inferred chemical mixing near the tachocline.

0 2 4 6 8 10
M/M

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

f o
v

Figure 9. The convective overshoot parameter fov is shown as

a function of stellar mass, computed with equation (127). The
input stellar models were the same as those in Figure 8.

8 IMPLEMENTATION IN STELLAR MODELS

While we have not yet implemented these enhanced circu-
lation currents in stellar models, there are a variety of ways
in which this could be done. As a rough approximation one
could set the convective overshoot parameters according to
equations (117) and (127). This is only an approximation
because the circulation currents exhibit a different spatial
dependence from that of convective overshooting, but it is
straightforward to do.

A more complete accounting of this mechanism would
require tracking the parameter α′ in convection zones as
well as α in radiative zones. This may be done either by
directly computing these parameters according to the pre-
scriptions in section 3 or by expanding the basic equations
of stellar structure to incorporate the first several spheri-
cal harmonics. Of particular importance are the harmonics
in the heat flux F as well as those in density. In addition
a turbulence closure model is needed to calculate D in the
convection zone, because this mechanism ultimately relies
on convective anisotropy.

9 INTERPRETATION

There are two further matters which are worth emphasis-
ing. First, none of what we argue here is in contradiction of
the Eddington–Sweet circulation calculations: we are simply
extending them to account for a baroclinic boundary condi-
tion. Secondly, the origin of the velocity field we posit lies in
turbulence and so the objection that an inviscid fluid can-
not support such circulation currents (see e.g. Busse 1981)
is simply not applicable. As we have shown in Appendix A
this objection is not even relevant in radiative zones. Thus

MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2017)
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Figure 10. The effective circulation chemical diffusivity D =

hur /30 and convective overshoot diffusivity are shown as func-
tions of mass fraction m/M for three stellar models on the main

sequence with masses of 2M�, 10M� and 20M�. The circulation

diffusivity was calculated with β = 3/2 and only includes that ow-
ing to convective anisotropy and not the Eddington–Sweet mech-

anism. The overshoot diffusivity was modelled with an exponen-
tial with fov = 0.09. These calculations assume rigid rotation and

a surface velocity of urot = 30 km s−1.

we arrive at the conclusion that such circulations are physi-
cal.

However there may be magnetic barriers to mixing.
There is strong differential rotation near the solar tachocline
so it seems likely that there are also strong toroidal magnetic
fields present in this region. These fields may work to inhibit
transverse motion. At the same time though they serve to
increase the turbulent anisotropy, which may partially act
to counter this inhibiting effect. The net effect of magnetic
fields in determining the solar meridional flow cannot be too
significant because the predicted meridional velocities match
observations even in the tachocline. This suggests that our
non-magnetic scaling analysis may suffice, though we cannot
say for certain that magnetic fields are generally irrelevant.

10 CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the meridional flow rate in the
radiative zones of massive rotating stars in many cases is set
by anisotropy in the central convection zone. This enhances
mixing in massive stars as well as core-envelope angular mo-
mentum coupling in all stars with a radiative zone overly-
ing a convection zone. Importantly, the additional mixing

is approximately independent of the rotation rate above a
relatively low threshold, and so ought to be distinguishable
from other sources of mixing.

These effects may aid the formation of massive binary
black hole pairs (Marchant, Pablo et al. 2016) through en-
hanced mixing at long periods. More generally, such mixing
would lead to stronger core-envelope mixing thus leading
to massive stars growing larger burnt-out cores and living
longer owing to mixing of fuel into the core. This mecha-
nism mimics convective overshooting, and we have argued
that it suffices to explain the anomalous overshoot dis-
tances which have been inferred from observations. In ad-
dition, such baroclinicity-driven mixing is likely to occur in
stars with outer convection zones and inner radiative zones,
though with more limited effect. This represents a funda-
mentally new phenomenon in stellar mixing and we expect
it to have wide-reaching consequences for stellar evolution.
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APPENDIX A: ROLE OF DIFFERENTIAL
ROTATION

The derivation of the Eddington–Sweet circulation relies on
it being impossible to satisfy equation (9) when the system
is perfectly barotropic. One might think from the structure

of the argument that this is just a mathematical difficulty
rather than a physical one. After all, valid solutions could ex-
ist if one introduces an arbitrarily small differential rotation,
allowing the cross-product in equation (4) to be non-zero.

While this is mathematically a valid concern, it runs
up against physical difficulties because what matters is how
rapidly the diffusivity and other thermodynamic variables
may vary along an isobar. Suppose that equation (9) fails
to be satisfied by a dimensionless amount of order ε . Dif-
ferential rotation may arise and introduce baroclinicity, or
misalignment of isobars and isotherms. We define the angle
of misalignment to be λ 15. If λ � 1, logarithmic derivatives
of the diffusivity along isobars must be at least of order ε/λ
in order to satisfy equation (9). These derivatives ought to
be of order unity so we must have λ ≈ ε or λ > ε .

To break the degeneracy between differential rotation
and meridional circulation we invoke the non-magnetised
vorticity equation, which states that

∂ω

∂t
= ω · ∇3 − ω∇ · 3 − 3 · ∇ω + 1

ρ2∇ρ × ∇p + ∇ ×
(

1
ρ
∇ · T

)
,

(A1)

where ω is the vorticity, 3 is the total velocity including
rotation, ρ is the density, p is the pressure and T is the total
fluid stress excluding magnetic effects. We now let u be the
meridional velocity and assume axisymmetry, such that

3 = u(R, z) + eφΩ(R, z)R, (A2)

where z is the cylindrical vertical coordinate and R is the
cylindrical radial coordinate. Then

ω · ∇3 = ω · ∇u + ω · ∇(ΩReφ) (A3)

= ω · ∇u − eRΩωφ + eφω · ∇(ΩR), (A4)

3 · ∇ω = u · ∇ω +ΩReφ · ∇ω (A5)

= u · ∇ω −Ωωφ eR +ΩωReφ, (A6)

and

ω∇ · 3 = ω∇ · u + ω∇ ·
(
eφΩR

)
(A7)

= ω∇ · u. (A8)

Putting this together we find

ω · ∇3 − ω∇ · 3 − 3 · ∇ω (A9)

= ω · ∇u − u · ∇ω − ω∇ · u (A10)

+ eφω · ∇(ΩR) −ΩeφωR . (A11)

With this equation (A1) becomes

∂ω

∂t
=ω · ∇u − ω∇ · u − u · ∇ω

+ eφω · ∇(ΩR) −ΩeφωR

+
1
ρ2∇ρ × ∇p + ∇ ×

(
1
ρ
∇ · T

)
. (A12)

Suppose that differential rotation which satisfies equa-
tion (9) arises with no meridional flow. So u = 0 and

ω = ez
1
R
∂(ΩR2)
∂R

− eRR
∂Ω

∂z
. (A13)

15 See Appendix B.
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This rotation must then also satisfy equation (A12). In
steady state this reduces to

0 = eφ ez · ∇(Ω2R) + 1
ρ2∇ρ × ∇p + ∇ ×

(
∇ · T
ρ

)
. (A14)

We refer to the first term as advective because it is related
to the advection of angular momentum. The second is the
thermal wind term (Balbus et al. 2012) and the third reflects
the turbulent stress.

Because equation (A14) is a vector equation it contains
three scalar equations,

0 = ez · ∇(Ω2R) + 1
rρ2

(
∂ρ

∂r
∂P
∂θ
− ∂P
∂r

∂ρ

∂θ

)
+ eφ · ∇ ×

(
∇ · T
ρ

)
,

(A15)

0 = eR · ∇ ×
(
∇ · T
ρ

)
(A16)

and

0 = ez · ∇ ×
(
∇ · T
ρ

)
, (A17)

where r is the spherical radial coordinate. Given P and ρ

satisfying equation (9) it is possible to solve for Ω with the
first of these equations because ω is just a function of Ω.
The remaining two equations must then be satisfied by that
solution. Because they depend on the turbulent flux there is
no reason to expect them to be satisfied by a rotation profile
arrived at independently. As a result the vorticity equation
is unlikely to be satisfied without a meridional flow.

From this we conclude that satisfying both the vorticity
equation and thermal equilibrium requires a meridional flow.
Now suppose that differential rotation permits baroclinicity
of order λ. If λ � ε then thermal equilibrium relies on the
meridional flow. If λ � ε then thermal equilibrium could
be satisfied without a meridional flow. Because the flow ap-
pears in the vorticity equation at first order multiplied by
the rotation, and the differential rotation also appears at
first order multiplied by the rotation, the flow must be at
least as large as the differential rotation, possibly larger if
turbulent stresses dominate. In this case then the flow is at
least of order λ and hence also suffices to satisfy thermal
equilibrium. This means that, no matter what, there is a
meridional flow which is at least of order ε .

In the remainder of this appendix we show that if ther-
mal equilibrium is satisfied without a meridional flow the
differential rotation and/or baroclinicity which results me-
chanically drives a meridional flow. We furthermore show
that this flow exceeds in magnitude that which would have
been required to satisfy thermal equilibrium, and hence con-
clude that a flow of this order ought to generally arise.

A1 Radiative Zones

We first consider radiative zones. To begin note that because
the system is axisymmetric the thermal wind term has mag-
nitude

1
ρ2

��eφ · ∇p × ∇ρ
�� = 1

ρ2 |∇p × ∇ρ| (A18)

=
λ

ρ2γ
|∇P | |∇ρ|, (A19)

where we have used the definition λ as the small angle
between the density and pressure gradients. Taking both
derivatives to produce factors of order h−1 we find

1
ρ2 |∇p × ∇ρ| ≈ λP

h2ρ2γ
. (A20)

Using P = ρgh and neglecting γ because it is of order unity
yields��eφ · (∇p × ∇ρ)

�� ≈ λ g
h
. (A21)

There are now two cases to consider. First suppose that
in radiative zones the stress term in equation (A15) balances
the thermal wind term. Then����eφ · ∇ × (

∇ · T
ρ

)���� ≈ T
ρh2 ≈

g

h
λ, (A22)

where we have approximated derivatives by factors of h−1

and where T = |T| = max(Ti j ). Using equation (A1) we may
now calculate the circulation implied by the vorticity equa-
tion. Because the meridional circulation enters the merid-
ional components of the vorticity equation in the form of
gradients multiplied by Ω, we have

u ≈ 1
hρΩ

T (A23)

≈ λ g

Ω
. (A24)

In essence we are balancing terms like ω · ∇u and ω∇ · u
with the stress induced by the differential rotation and using
|ω | ≈ Ω. The rate at which heat is deposited per unit volume
by this flow is of order

Q = ρcpTu|∇s | ≈ ρcpT
u
h
, (A25)

because, in radiative zones, the dimensionless entropy gra-
dient is on the order of h−1. Noting that cp is of order kB
and so P ≈ ρcpT for an ideal gas, we find

Q ≈ λP
g

hΩ
. (A26)

The flux anisotropy is

δF ≈ εF . (A27)

This deposits heat at a rate

δQ = ∇ · δF ≈ ε F
h
, (A28)

where we have used the fact that the characteristic scale of
the flux anisotropy is the pressure scale height. So

Q
δQ
≈ λ

ε

(
gP
ΩF

)
>

gP
ΩF
=

P
√
gh

F

(
g

Ω2h

)1/2
� P

F

√
gh, (A29)

when λ ≥ ε and Ω2 � g/h. Noting that√
gh =

√
P
ρ
= cs
√
γ, (A30)

where cs is the adiabatic sound speed, and that the heat flux
in a radiative zone is bounded above16 by csP, we find that
Q > δQ. The heat transported in this way is therefore greater

16 To see this note that F = 16σ |∇T 4 |/3κρ. If the medium is opti-

cally thick over a scale height then κρh > 1, so F < 16σh |∇T 4 | =
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than the initial flux disturbance. As a result this flow does
more to relieve the violation of thermal equilibrium than
the differential rotation and so, in practice, a much milder
differential rotation develops, with the circulation on the
order of the baroclinicity.

A similar outcome can be seen in the case where the
advective term balances the thermal wind term. Recall that
the advective term is

ez · ∇(Ω2R) ≈ Ω2 |R∇ lnΩ|, (A31)

where we have assumed that the differential rotation is not
strongly preferentially along eR. In this case

|R∇ lnΩ| ≈ λ g

hΩ2 . (A32)

Noting that λ ≥ Ω2r/g we find17

|R∇ lnΩ| ≥ r
h
≈ 1, (A33)

where we have approximated r/h as unity because this is
the case in the bulk of the star. Now note that the turbulent
viscosity is of order (Maeder 1997)

ν ≈ ξ χ S2

N2 , (A34)

where ξ is a dimensionless constant of order unity, S is the
shear, N2 ≈ g/h is the square of the Brünt–Väisälä frequency
and

χ =
k
ρcp

(A35)

is the thermal diffusivity with k the thermal conductivity.
We are able to use this expansion because the differential
rotation which balances the thermal wind term is vertical
and so not subject to centrifugal stabilisation. In order for
this prescription to apply however we require that

N2

c′S2

(
νmicro
χ

)
< 1, (A36)

where νmicro is the microscopic viscosity and c′ is a constant
which has been variously estimated as lying between 10−2

and 1 Kulenthirarajah & Garaud (2018). We shall later ver-
ify that this holds in most cases of interest. Even when it
does not a comparable diffusivity may be provided by turbu-
lence in the non-stratified direction Zahn (1993). Following
equation (36) of Menou et al. (2004) we find that so long as
the colatitude θ is such that sin2 θ is small compared with
the reciprocal of the left-hand side of equation (A36) this
effect is active. Furthermore it is active if the specific angu-
lar momentum decreases outward. Hence even when equa-
tion (A36) is not precisely satisfied equation (A34) likely
still applies in much of the star.

4acT 4h |∇ lnT |. The onset of convection occurs when |∇ lnT | >
(2/5) |∇ ln P | = 2/5h, so F < 8acT 4/5. Noting that radiation pres-

sure is given by Prad = aT 4/3, F/P < (24/5)c(Prad/P). The sound
speed is cs =

√
γP/ρ = c

√
γP/ρc2, so F/Pcs <∼ (Prad/P)

√
P/ρc2.

The first factor is at most unity by definition and the second is

much less than unity (for non-relativistic gases) or of order unity
(for relativistic gases), so the bound holds.
17 We show in Appendix C that λ receives a contribution from the

centrifugal term of order Ω2r/g, but there may be additional con-
tributions from other effects such as flux anisotropies. For the pur-

poses of this argument though it suffices to have a lower bound.

Taking ξ = 1 and noting that

T ≈ ρνS (A37)

we find

ρ−1T ≈ kh
ρcpg

S3. (A38)

In a system with differential rotation

S ≈ |R∇Ω| (A39)

so

ρ−1T ≈ kh
ρcpg

Ω
3 |R∇ lnΩ|3. (A40)

Using equations (A32) and the first equality of (A24) we
may now calculate the circulation implied by the vorticity
equation. So we have

u ≈ 1
hρΩ

T ≈ λ3 k
ρcpg

g3

h3Ω4 . (A41)

Noting that F = |k∇T | and |∇T | ≈ T/h we find

u ≈ λ3 F
ρcpT

g2

h2Ω4 , (A42)

Noting again that λ >∼Ω
2r/g,

u >∼ λ
F

ρcpT
g

hΩ2

( r
h

)2
. (A43)

Because the star is spinning below breakup,
√
g/h is greater

than Ω. We also have r > h so, when λ ≥ ε ,

u > λ
F

ρcpT
≥ ε F

ρcpT
. (A44)

The heat deposited by this flow is again (A25) of order

Q = ρcpTu|∇s | ≈ ρcpT
u
h
, (A45)

because, in radiative zones, the dimensionless entropy gra-
dient is on the order of h−1. With equation (A44) we find

Q > ε
F
h
≈ δQ. (A46)

Once more the heat transported by the circulation is greater
than the initial flux disturbance, so we expect a much milder
differential rotation to develop, with the circulation on the
order of the baroclinicity.

We now determine the conditions under which inequal-
ity (A36) gives rise to a vertical instability. Using equa-
tion (A39) this may be written as

N2

|R∇Ω|2

(
νmicro
χ

)
< c′. (A47)

Near the cores of stars, which is where we shall ultimately be
interested in this expression, the viscosity is predominantly
radiative18, so that Jeans. (1926)

νmicro ≈
χcpT

4c2 , (A48)

18 Higher up in the atmosphere the particle viscosity dominates,
but there h/r is small and equation (A33) indicates that the shear

is large, so we do not expect that limit to violate equation (A36).
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where c ≈ 3 × 1010cm s−1 is the speed of light. Hence the
condition is that

N2

|R∇Ω|2

(
cpT

4c2

)
< c′. (A49)

We now need a better estimate of the differential rotation
than that provided by equation (A33). Near the cores of
these stars, where equation (A36) is hardest to satisfy be-
cause N2 and T are largest, we argue in Section 3 that
ε ≈ Ω2/|N |2core, with an upper bound of order unity, where
|N |2core is the average Brünt–Väisälä frequency in the con-
vection zone. Hence if λ ≥ ε then with equation (A32) we
find

min(|N |core/Ω, 1)2N2h
g

(
cpT

4c2

)
< c′. (A50)

Noting that g/h ≈ N2 we find

min

(
1,
|N |2core
Ω2

) (
cpT

4c2

)
< c′. (A51)

Noting that cpT ≈ c2
s , we obtain

min

(
1,
|N |2core
Ω2

) (
c2

s
4c2

)
< c′, (A52)

or

min
(
1,
|N |core
Ω

) ( cs
c

)
< 2c′, (A53)

In the cores of massive stars such as those we consider in
Section 5, cs ≈ 37cm2 s−2 and we take R ≈ 0.2R� ≈ 1010cm so

min
(
1,
|N |core
Ω

)
< 2 × 103c′. (A54)

Using 2 × 103c′ > 1 this reduces to

Ω >
|N |core

2 × 103c′
. (A55)

In the stars of interest |N |core ≈ 10−8s−1, so even with the
pessimistic estimate c′ ≈ 10−2 the cutoff frequency is around
10−9s−1, which accommodates the vast majority of stars.
Away from the core we show in Section 5 that the flux
anisotropy drops off so the shear falls to that given by equa-
tion (A33). As this occurs h falls, equation (A33) becomes a
tighter bound, NT falls and the criterion becomes looser, so
we do not expect this to represent a significant limitation,
though there could be stars for which equation (A36) fails
at some intermediate point. Such objects are potentially of
interest, though even when the criterion is not precisely sat-
isfied horizontal turbulence of comparable magnitude may
still be active in a region in the vicinity of the poles. This
means that at a minimum turbulence is present in many
stars, even those which rotate quite slowly, though the lat-
itudinal extent of the circulation may be restricted in the
slowest-rotating stars.

A similar and in many ways more detailed analysis
was made by Caleo et al. (2015), but they neglected tur-
bulent stresses, which we find to be crucial to the angular
momentum balance. Caleo & Balbus (2016) studied lin-
ear modes in the solar radiative zone and found them to be
asymptotically stable, though many such modes grow signif-
icantly on the short term. This is consistent with the find-
ings of Galperin et al. (2007) who show that such modes

which are not asymptotically unstable nevertheless generate
turbulence for arbitrarily small shears, scaling in the man-
ner predicted by Canuto & Hartke (1986) and Zahn (1993).
This has been verified in simulations (Prat et al. 2016) and
is what we assume here.

Likewise, it is useful to note that this argument may be
recast in the language of Garaud & Bodenheimer (2010) by
writing their parameter

σ ≡ N
Ω

√
ν

K
=

S
Ω

√
ξ ≈ S

Ω
. (A56)

It follows that equation (A59) places an upper bound on
σ of order S/Ω ≈ |R∇ lnΩ|. So long as this is at least of
order unity the flow is not mechanically constrained (Ga-
raud 2002), and we have argued that this is the case. The
scale over which mechanically forced perturbations decay is
of order R/σ (Garaud & Bodenheimer 2010), so should σ

be large this would be quite small. We shall argue below
that σ is of order unity but may in principle grow large,
in which case this may set constraints on the extent of the
circulation. However because the flow in this case is locally
forced by turbulent stresses it is less clear if this scale ap-
plies. In particular, because the stresses are driven by differ-
ential rotation and baroclinicity, which in turn result from
perturbations to the heat flux, the scale on which perturba-
tions mechanically damp is much less important than that
on which the heat flux becomes spherically symmetric. We
find this to be of order r in Section 5 and which suggests that
σ does not actually set the decay length for this circulation.

Finally, with knowledge of the nature of turbulence in
these systems we can, in principle, infer the extent of the
differential rotation which arises. In practice our knowledge
of these instabilities is incomplete, and we have entirely ne-
glected magnetic fields, so the result of such an inference may
not be trustworthy. Nevertheless it is interesting to consider
and we do so now. Because baroclinic instabilities are un-
likely to be active in these systems (Spruit & Knobloch 1984)
it seems more likely that the azimuthal vorticity balance
is between the advective terms balance the baroclinic one
and that the resulting differential rotation generates shear
turbulence. In this case the baroclinicity is reduced by the
meridional circulation such that the shears drive a circula-
tion which is just able to ensure thermal equilibrium. Setting
Q = δQ, we see from equation (A42) that

λ3 g2

h2Ω4 ≈ ε, (A57)

so that all subsequent inequalities become equalities. Hence
the baroclinicity is of order

λ ≈
(
εh2Ω4

g2

)1/3
, (A58)

which is quite small even for ε of order unity. With this we
also find

S
Ω
≈ |R∇ lnΩ| ≈

(
εg

hΩ2

)1/3
, (A59)

so as Ω→ 0 the differential rotation becomes small but the
relative differential rotation becomes large. This behaviour
cuts off when Ω ≈ |N | in the convection zone, at which point
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ε ≈ εmax and

|R∇ lnΩ| ≈
(

gεmax

h|N |2c,core

)1/3

≈
(
εmax

c2
s

u2
c,core

)1/3

. (A60)

For the stars of interest cs in the core is of order 3×107cm s−1

and uc,core ≈ 103cm s−1. Taking εmax ≈ 0.2 and we find
the limiting relative differential rotation is |R∇ lnΩ| <∼ 300,
corresponding to relatively mild absolute shears of order
3× 10−6s−1. This represents an upper bound on the relative
shear in that any additional stresses or instabilities would
serve to reduce the requisite shear. For the more typical
case of a star with h ≈ R/2 ≈ R� rotating at 30km s−1 equa-
tion (A59) gives |R∇ lnΩ| ≈ 3.

In practice we do not expect the differential rotation to
be so extreme. Other factors, notably the generation of a
magnetic field by dynamo action, ought to become increas-
ingly important as the rotation rate decreases and serve to
further bound the differential rotation (Spruit 2002; Eggen-
berger et al. 2005). It is also possible that when the differen-
tial rotation becomes large it serves to in some fashion sup-
press the convective flux anisotropy by providing mechanical
feedback to the convection zone. Without a robust formal-
ism for evaluating these possibilities, however, we leave them
for the future.

A2 Convection Zones

A similar argument holds in convection zones with two mod-
ifications. First, without any differential rotation or circula-
tion currents, the meridional components of the vorticity
equation are imbalanced due to the Λ-effect (Kitchatinov
2013). We neglect this effect because it does not generically
balance the differential rotation which emerges from equa-
tion (A15) because that has a physically distinct origin and
hence, in either case, there is a conflict between the merid-
ional and azimuthal components of the vorticity equation
which must be resolved by a meridional circulation. When,
as we assume, there is no geometric tuning between the ther-
mal wind term and the Λ-effect the magnitude of this con-
flict is set by the greater of the two effects, and hence must
be at least that implied by equation (A15). Thus we may
reasonably find a lower bound on the circulation velocity
implied by the requirements of thermal equilibrium without
considering the Λ-effect.

The second modification is to account for the fact that
the flux in convection zones is modulated by the entropy gra-
dient rather than by the temperature gradient. The entropy
gradient is reduced relative to the bare thermodynamic gra-
dients by a factor of |N |2h/g, and so the baroclinicity re-
quired to restore thermal equilibrium is reduced by the same
factor. Thus λ ≥ ε |N |2h/g.

With these modifications in hand we may begin. Once
more there are two cases. First suppose that Ω < |N |. Pro-
ceeding as before we note that in convecting regions the
differential rotation perturbs the stresses by an amount of
order ν |R∇Ω|, where ν ≈ h2 |N | (Gough 1978) is the turbulent

viscosity. Thus

ρ−1T ≈ ν |∇3 | (A61)

≈ ν |R∇Ω| (A62)

≈ νΩ|R∇ lnΩ| (A63)

≈ h2
Ω|N | |R∇ lnΩ|. (A64)

Because |N | > Ω this term, rather than the advective one,
balances the thermal wind term in equation (A15). Thus

ρ−1T ≈ λhg. (A65)

From equation (A24) we have

u ≈ 1
hρΩ

T (A66)

≈ λ g

Ω
(A67)

≈ g
|N |
Ω|N | λ (A68)

≈ h|N | g/h
Ω|N | λ, (A69)

where 3c is the convection speed. Because g/h � Ω2 and
|N | > Ω we have

u ≈ 3c
g/h
Ω|N | λ (A70)

≥ εuc
|N |
Ω

(A71)

≥ εuc. (A72)

Because 3c sets the scale of heat transport it follows that u
more than suffices to transport the flux anisotropy ε .

Next suppose that Ω > |N |. In this case the thermal
wind term λg/h is of order |N |2, because the flux anisotropy
cannot be larger than of order unity (Jermyn et al. 2018). If
we balance this with the advective term we find

|R∇ lnΩ| ≈ |N |
2

Ω2 , (A73)

while if we balance it with the turbulent stress we find with
equation (A64)

|R∇ lnΩ| ≈ |N |
Ω
. (A74)

The former is smaller because the advective term is larger
and so it is the advective term which accomplishes this bal-
ance. The stress is therefore

ρ−1T ≈ h2 |N |Ω|R∇ lnΩ| (A75)

≈ h2 |N |2. (A76)

So, as when Ω < |N |,

u ≈ 1
hρΩ

T (A77)

≈ h|N | |N |
Ω

(A78)

≈ uc
|N |
Ω
. (A79)

In this case we find instead that the vorticity equation can
be balanced by a circulation which does not balance the flux
anisotropy. Thus in the case of rapid rotation baroclinicity
may play a more significant role than the circulation in bal-
ancing the heat equation.
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It follows then that in all but the case of rapidly ro-
tating convection the dominant effect in restoring thermal
equilibrium is the circulation current and not the introduc-
tion of baroclinicity and differential rotation. The restoring
circulation therefore takes on the characteristic scale of the
violation of thermal equilibrium, in this case scaling like the
velocity associated with heat transport and ε .

It is instructive to compare this conclusion with the re-
sults of three-dimensional simulations of rotating convection
zones. These simulations typically find a circulation current
somewhat larger than that required to maintain thermal
equilibrium yet of the same order (Miesch & Toomre 2009).
This has been attributed to the requirements of the vorticity
equation in the presence of anisotropic turbulent stresses19

because, though such effects scale in the same way as the
flux ansiotropy, they are generally found to be several times
larger. However it is also possible that the flux anisotropy
is ultimately the driver of these circulations. Nothing in our
arguments precludes a larger velocity than the minimum
which thermal imbalance requires, so an alternate interpre-
tation of the simulations is that the requirement of thermal
equilibrium pumps energy into the circulation and the flow
geometry then arranges itself to match this input to the dis-
sipation. The final circulation rate is not constrained except
insofar as it must be at least the minimum required to re-
store thermal equilibrium20.

APPENDIX B: BAROCLINICITY

In this Appendix we consider the contribution to the baro-
clinicity owing to both convective anisotropy and centrifugal
effects. First though we define the angle λ between the pres-
sure and entropy gradients as

λ ≡ sin−1
(
|∇P × ∇ρ|
|∇P | |∇ρ|

)
. (B1)

Noting that in a nearly-adiabatic region

|∇ ln ρ| ≈ γ−1 |∇ ln P |, (B2)

where γ is the adiabatic index, we find that for small angles

λ ≈ |∇ ln P × ∇ ln ρ|
|∇ ln P | |∇ ln ρ| (B3)

≈ γ |∇ ln P × ∇ ln ρ|
|∇ ln P |2

. (B4)

Using the fact that ∇P and ∇ρ both lie in the meridional
plane we find

λ ≈ γ
��eφ · (∇ ln P × ∇ ln ρ)

��
|∇ ln P |2

(B5)

≈ γ
��eφ · ((h∇ ln P) × (h∇ ln ρ))

�� , (B6)

where

h ≡ |∇ ln P |−1 (B7)

19 These include the Λ-effect.
20 Otherwise the energy input would rise as a thermal imbalance

developed.

is the pressure scale height. If we approximate the pressure
gradient as radial then

λ ≈
��eφ · (−er × (h∇ ln ρ))

�� (B8)

≈ h
r
|∂θ ln ρ|. (B9)

For an ideal gas we may write21

s = ln
P
ργ
, (B10)

so

λ ≈ γh|sθ |. (B11)

This parametrises the baroclinicity. Because it is of order
unity we neglect the factor of γ and use equation (32) to
find

λ ≈ h|srα |. (B12)

This is our leading order estimate of the baroclinicity in the
convection zone.

APPENDIX C: CENTRIFUGAL
ACCELERATION

The contribution to baroclinicity from the centrifugal ac-
celeration is quite a bit smaller than that from convective
anisotropy. The pressure gradient distorts by an amount of
order ρ∆(∇Φ) ≈ ρΩ2R. If the density were not to adjust as
well this would influence λ as

∆λ ≈ h∆(∇ ln p) ≈ h
p
ρΩ2R =

Ω2R
g

. (C1)

However in reality the density gradient adjusts too and it
is instead the entropy gradient which is perturbed by the
requirement of thermal equilibrium Eddington (1929). The
corresponding perturbation to the baroclinicity is therefore
multiplied by a factor of hsr , so

∆λ ≈ Ω
2R
g

hsr, (C2)

which is much less than hsrα because N2 � g/R. Thus the
total baroclinicity is well approximated by equation (B12).

APPENDIX D: DAMPING

The term that appears in equation (35) associated with the
meridional flow is

Qflow ≡
r

D0sr
(ur sr + uθ sθ ) (D1)

=
r

D0

(
ur + uθ

sθ
sr

)
. (D2)

Inserting equations (36) and (41) we find

Qflow ≈ α′ + α′
r
h

sθ
sr
, (D3)

21 In massive stars the effects of radiation pressure may matter,
but these just serve to alter γ and do not fundamentally change

our analysis, so we omit them for simplicity.
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and with equation (32) we arrive at

Qflow ≈ α′ + α′α
r
h
. (D4)

Because both α and α′ are quadratic in the rotation we drop
the second term and find

Qflow ≈ α′. (D5)

Because the terms in equation (35) are those which con-
tribute to α and α′, and because this must act to damp the
baroclinicity22, we find

dα
d ln P

= Qflow −
d

d ln P

[∫ ln Pc

ln P

Ω(P)2

|N |(P)2
d lnP

]
(D6)

= α′ − Ω2

|N |2
. (D7)

Because the term proportional to α′ is responsible for damp-
ing α′, the coefficient may matter, so we write

dα
d ln P

= y′α′ − Ω2

|N |2
, (D8)

where y′ is a dimensionless factor of order unity determined
by the geometry of the circulation. With equation (37) this
becomes

dα
d ln P

= yα − Ω2

|N |2
, (D9)

where y is another dimensionless factor of order unity. Ap-
plying the boundary condition α(Pc) = 0, which must be
true because all latitudinal derivatives vanish at the origin,
we find

α = Py
∫ Pc

P

Ω(P)2

|N |(P)2
dP
P1+y (D10)

as desired.
One might worry that the turbulent diffusivity found in

Appendix A could also contribute significantly to the damp-
ing, but this is not the case. The turbulent thermal diffusiv-
ity is of order the viscosity given by equation (A34), so

χturb ≈ ν (D11)

Using equation (A23) we find the circulation to be of order

u ≈ T
hρΩ

≈ ν S
hΩ

, (D12)

producing effective thermal diffusivity

χcirculation ≈ ur h ≈ ν S
Ω

(
h
r

)
. (D13)

Near the cores of stars h ≈ r and we have argued that S >∼Ω,
so this is larger than the turbulent thermal diffusivity, so the
latter may safely be neglected.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by

the author.

22 This is because the work which powers the flow comes from
the baroclinicity, or equivalently the flux anisotropy, and so ther-

modynamically the only option is for the flow to damp it.
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